
Class 2 Autumn Topic Homework 
 

Children are expected to produce 3 pieces of homework one from each colour level. Children are welcome to create more if they wish.   

Blue (Up to 10 

HP) 

Research 

Research a city in America and explain how you 

know it is a city.   

Write  

Write instructions for building a city.  

 

Textiles 

Research, design and label an outfit that the 

Ancient Greeks would have worn.  

 

Blue (Up to 10 

HP) 

 Collage 

Can you create a mood board about your 

favourite book? 

 

Write Instructions  

Write a set of instructions for a game of your choice.  

 

Draw a picture 

Can you draw/paint like Lucy Pittaway or Mckenzie 

Thorpe? 

  

Orange (Up to 20 

HP) 

Maths/DT 

Design and make your own board game based on 

a book or a topic we are learning.  

 

Be the Teacher! 

Create a 5-minute starter for one of your history or 

Geography lessons. 

It could be anything that you find interesting!  

Design and make  

 

A city sky line for your own city.   

Orange (Up to 20 

HP) 

Music 

Learn a song of your choice and perform it to 

the class. You can sing or play an instrument.   

  

Create a Dance 

Create a dance routine using some of the techniques we 

have learnt in PE. Be as creative as you like and use any 

type of music.   

Write a Story 

Write a detailed story about life in a city or life as 

a child in the Iron Age.     

Green (Up to 30 

HP) 

Build 

Build a model of the digestive system. (Does not 

have to be to scale)   

Be the chef 
Design your own Iron age menu.  

Create  
Create and make your own Iron Age Armour.  

.  

Green (Up to 30 

HP) 

Make a video 

Make a video interviewing your favourite 

character from a film or book? Or Can you make 

a video about how lockdown affected your life?  

 

Art and Design 

Draw a portrait of yourself or a family member using 

the same techniques as Norman Cornish.  

 

Be Inventive 

Can you think of a completely new piece of 

homework linked to one of our current topics?   


